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u003ciu003eHidden Gods: The Doorwayu003c/iu003e is a metaphysical thriller in which two journalists, in an attempt
to discover who or what is really behind the chaos in the Middle East, spin back through time to discover the secret
codes of Atlantis. Their search for the grail begins with a night in the King's Chamber of the Great Pyramid of
Giza...u003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003eInternational news photographer Hugo Fitzroy, his schizophrenic son Brent and
writer Phillipa Neville, have one vision in common - a great pyramid through whose portal shines a giant sunbeam.
Inside, a miraculous escape is planned. Outside, planet earth is changing frequency.u003cbr /u003eu003cbr
/u003eAgainst a background of the international intrigue surrounding the Gulf War and its aftermath, the visionary trio
not only discover that they are being drawn inexorably towards the greatest secret the Middle East has ever kept, but
also towards their own destinies. For Hugo, Brent and Phillipa have loved before, in other powerful identities, and now
they have come to terms with this as well as their responsibilities to the hidden gods.
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